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Reports To: Director of Marketing 
Open Date:  September 2022 
 
 
Job Description:  
The Marketing Associate aids the Marketing department of Camino Federal Credit Union with 
updating digital media, campaigns, promotions, and other internal/external communication projects.  
The Marketing Associate will provide help in developing and providing input with various marketing 
functions as necessary.  
 
Primary Responsibilities: 

 Maintain and create digital media for branch electronic displays, website, online banking, and 
other channels as needed. 

 Will play an important role in supporting and promoting Camino Federal Credit Union’s brand, 
and marketing strategies. 

 Responsible for following through and working with branch management as it relates to 
branch merchandising and promotional efforts 

 Help manage all Social Media outlets; Facebook, Yelp, Instagram, YouTube, etc. This 
includes but is not limited to writing, posting, and editing. 

 Be able to engage and capture the attention of Social Media new and current followers. 
 Will track and analyze campaign and promotion success to determine the next steps toward 

sales successes 

 Assists with coordination and representation of programs and events throughout the year, 
including but not limited to: school system, community and public relations events, civic 
meetings as needed such as hiring fairs, new teacher orientations and administrators’ 
conferences, back-to-school events, annual meeting, grand openings, faculty visits, etc. 
including logistical arrangements, staffing, script writing, and production. 

 Assist with market research and strategy. 
 Research and compile competitive analyses. 
 Help in preparing marketing plans. 
 Be able to process improvement methodology as communicated through training and the 

credit union’s overarching quality initiatives. 
 Responsible for understanding and complying with Bank Secrecy Act regulations. 
 Responsible for reporting to work on time, taking required breaks, and working for the full 

amount of time scheduled before leaving, or notifying the supervisor if any deviation from 
these responsibilities is necessary. 

 Responsible for adhering to all Camino Federal Credit Union policies, procedures, standards, 
etc. 

 Will be responsible for maintaining the marketing stock room and other promotional material. 
 Performs other duties as assigned or as market conditions dictate. 
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Educational Requirements: 
A college degree or work equivalent in Marketing, or a related career, is preferred.  Design and 
Computer Information Systems knowledge is a plus. 

 
Skills Required: 
 

 Must have strong written and verbal communication skills. 
 Must be a confident and persuasive public speaker. 
 Must be self-motivated, efficient, and creative. 
 Must be well-organized, able to meet deadlines, and follow through on details with a minimum 

of supervision. 
 Must exhibit flexibility in work schedule. 
 Must display a professional personal appearance. 
 Advanced computer skills with knowledge of Microsoft Office Suite and Adobe.  
 Strong working knowledge of social media and internet advertising platforms. 

 
Reasoning Requirements: 
 

 Ability to act discretely when dealing with sensitive membership information (loan denials, 
overdrawn accounts, etc.). 

 A high degree of reasoning ability and good judgment in setting priorities and carrying out 
duties with supervision. 

 Ability to make sound decisions with confidence and firmness after assembling facts and 
weighing alternative solutions. 

 
Physical Requirements: 
 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is regularly required to sit; use wrist, hands, 
and fingers to key accurately when using calculator machines or computer keyboards; reach with 
hands and arms.  Must occasionally lift and or move up to 50 pounds.  Specific vision abilities 
required by this job include close vision, color vision, and the ability to focus.  Must possess a valid 

California driver’s license and a means of transportation to be able to travel independently to branch 

locations and events. 
 


